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ABSTRACT
The primary goal of this research was the development of an enabling technology for DNA computing. It focused on the development of two distinct DNA-based nanotechnologies, aqueous computing and DNA arrays. Once merged, these DNA-based nanotechnologies serve as a platform for a hybrid silicon-DNA computing architecture. The aqueous side is where the computing happens and the array side is where the results are preprocessed. The array information passes to an electronic computer for signal processing type decoding. The intent was to develop a computing basis to overcome the exponential time complexity of many discrete mathematical problems so that they can be solved in linear real time. This research addresses needs of the Air Force because computationally hard (NP) problems are critical to logistics, scheduling and national security. Moreover, the DNA nanotechnologies developed in this research has the potential to enhance Biotaggants which provide environmental awareness in the field. On the aqueous side, binding proteins specific to each modification are used to selectively isolate DNA fragments and this selectivity is used to do computation. As there are millions of molecules with corresponding binding proteins, this approach has the potential to yield unlimited computing power as compared with other aqueous computing methods.
On the array side, current genomic DNA array fabrication methods are impractical for information processing applications because they are expensive, difficult to produce for universal applications and lack a storage capacity that can rival silicon based systems. However, all DNA arrays have parallel nucleic acid detection capabilities and this model can be used to support DNA based information processing. To go beyond the current DNA array fabrication methods, a new method of DNA array construction that uses both the DNA melting temperature and DNA secondary structure dimensions was developed.
INTRODUCTION
Modified Nucleotides
The successful use of molecular biology methods as computational tools by
Adelman [1] has led to the development of a variety of DNA computing techniques.
Aqueous computing as proposed by Head and Gal [2] uses large numbers of initially identical molecules, such as DNA, which serve as memory registers in a fluid environment. Bit values (e.g., 0, 1) can be "written" on the molecule and subsequently "read" to determine solutions to computational problems. A major advantage of aqueous computing is that the fluid memory can be proportioned out and mixed back together so that problems requiring an exponential number of steps to solve conventionally, involve only a linear number of steps in this method.
Here a new approach to aqueous computing where the "writing" step involves the labeling of DNA with different molecules incorporated into nucleotides is investigated.
These modified nucleotides are used to selectively isolate DNA fragments by binding proteins specific to the label of interest. An implementation strategy for using these binding proteins in aqueous computing is given with the successful incorporation of 4 different modified nucleotides into DNA and isolation of DNA labeled with two of these modified nucleotides using binding proteins.. The commercial availability of modified nucleotides and corresponding binding proteins allows for larger computations while the ease of incorporation speeds up computation time.
DNA Arrays
DNA microarrays have sizable parallel nucleic acid detection capabilities and this model can be used to support DNA based information processing [3] , [4] . However, current arrays are expensive and don't have an information capacity that can rival silicon based systems. Here a novel method of DNA array construction that uses both the melting temperature and the secondary structure dimensions is explored. DNA sequences self-separate on the surface directed by their physical properties [5] - [7] .
Such a 2-D matrix is capable of monitoring or profiling the existence of any DNA input by outputting a unique hybridization signature that corresponds to unique pattern that can be mapped to the unique locations of the probes on the membrane. The fact that 10 17 strands can be uniquely separated can be exploited to solve complex mathematical problems like SAT [1] .
Due to the high sensitivity and capacity of the 2-D matrix, it generates signatures of outputs of massively parallel DNA compute operations. These signatures can be fed to a silicon computer for analysis. On the surface this may seem redundant; why not just given the entire problem to a silicon computer from the start? The answer is that the 2-D matrix can reduce an exponential problem to a polynomial one. The DNA compute information obtained is based upon the recognition of patterns of hybridizations to the huge DNA code immobilized in the 2-D matrix. The 2-D matrix can't give the answer completely, but it can organize and sort massive amounts of data, preprocessing information and thus making it feasible for silicon computer to solve the problem.
METHODS, ASSUMPTIONS, PROCEDURES
Encoding Strategy to Incorporate Modifications into DNA Strands
The plasmid DNA pBluescript was used as the starting hardware [8] . On this first dimension gel electrophoresis, the denaturing strength inside this polyacrydamide gel changes continuously from 0% to 100% (7 M urea plus 40%
formamide) top to bottom. Once the electrophoresis started, the whole population duplex DNA molecules begin to encounter some low degree of denaturing strength (from urea, and formamide). Those dsDNA molecules that have lowest melting temperature start to denature, and those have higher melting temperature remain as duplex DNAs, and will be denatured later. Any duplex DNA molecule that has been completely denatured would become two single-stranded molecules, thus run faster than duplex DNAs under the denaturing condition. (See Figure 3A. )
Next, the strip of the first dimension gel with the denatured DNA is cut out, and laid on the top of a second gel. As shown in Figure 6 , the DNAs in the first gel are now The second gel then is blotted on to a nitrocellulose membrane. This is 2-D matrix. The membrane can then be used as the universal array for detection of any input DNA. Figure 3A demonstrates the melting temperature dimension and Figure 3B demonstrates the secondary structure dimension.
A. B. 
Mathematical Computation with Labeled Nucleotides
To implement the use of modified nucleotides into a logic problem, each modification represents a variable (e.g., "p") that satisfies two conditions. The presence of the modification is taken as the true condition (p) while its absence is taken as the false condition (p'). For example, assign the DNA modified by Alexa Fluor-488 and biotin with the variables p and q, respectively. If a DNA molecule is labeled with the Alexa Fluor-488 modification, consider the molecule to be "True" at variable p. If it is labeled with biotin, consider the molecule to be "True" at variable q. The AND logical operator is satisfied when the DNA molecule contains all variables that satisfy the specified clause (e.g., DNA labeled with both biotin and Alexa Fluor-488 satisfies p AND q). The OR logical operator is satisfied when the DNA contains either one or both variables that satisfy the specified clause (e.g., DNA labeled with either biotin or Alexa Fluor-488 or both modifications satisfies p OR q). 
Using SynDCode to Test 2-D Array
Using a software upgrade of SynDCode [9] that designed strands to fit a desired To further characterize the denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis system, Figure   6B shows the separation of 15 SynDCode designed duplex DNAs according to their melting temperatures. The first dimension denaturing gradient gel system cannot separate those DNA molecules with similar melting temperatures, because the principle of the separation is based on the fact that each duplex DNA of same length should have a unique melting temperature and would be melted at its unique melting temperature.
Therefore, in the last lane of Figure 6B , when we mixt all the 15 samples in one lane, we cannot detect 15 different bands on the gel, because several of them have almost identical melting temperatures as shown in Figure 7 . Instead we can observe eight distinct bands representing the different groups of melting temperatures in the 15 samples (indicated by eight different colors in Figure 7 ). However each band has the second, secondary structure to distinguish sequences. This is why the second dimension is important. 21 50-mers on a nylon membrane was achieved. Figure 9 and ref. [10] show that error-free 50-mer codes of size 2 21 exist and that SynDCode can find them. In Figure 9 , extrapolation of line e1 indicates that 50-mers are sufficient for a code of size 2 21 .
Figure 9: Sufficient Strand Length for Error -Free Codes of Given Sizes
To make the dense 2-D matrix, eight distinct DNA codes of size 2 21 were separated in the denaturing gradient gel system as shown in Figure 8 . After staining the gel (with ethidium bromide or other reagents), we then cut the area containing the DNAs from the gel. Next, the cut out gel strips are aligned and transferred to a commercially available membrane such as super charged nylon from Schleicher& Schuell by standard blotting methods (indicated by the red box in Figure 10A ). The resulting nylon membrane now has the DNA codes attached on the surface can be used to probe any radioactive or fluorescent labeled input DNA. applications, however the 2-D matrix is self calibrating, because it seeks to achieve recognizable global patterns and signal-processing tools can extract information.
Other Applications
One bio-defense application is that the 2-D genomic matrix system proposed here is capable of capturing a snapshot of an entire biosystem's state. At a later time, the snapshot can be updated, or a new one acquired, and compared to a previous memory to measure changes such as the appearance of pathogens. For example, this tool could be used for monitoring for bioterrorism agents in water supplies. The goal is to use genomic information at the population or community scale to monitor and detect the existence of new biota (such as pathogens) in the environment. The scope of organisms with their genomic DNA sequenced is fairly small. Thus, much information at the genomic level is not available with conventional techniques. The 2-D genomic matrix provides a way to access information from all organisms in a community and a way to assess impact by human and non-human biomaterials. The 2-D genomic matrix does not require explicit sequence knowledge and it is quick, flexible, and inexpensive to implement. Thus, it could provide a better diagnostic tool for environmental monitoring that provides a holistic view of the genomic status of an ecosystem.
